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The Bombers and the Bombed
Three grand themes characterized the twentieth century: crises on a scale that
outstripped any in human history; revolutionary ideology and action that brought
social and political transformations on a global scale; and new technologies breath
taking in their pace and innovation. It was a century of triumphant creativity and
achievement, yet it wit

Men at War
Argues that America's wars in The Philippines, Japan, Korea and Vietnam were
actually all part of a sustained U.S. bid for dominance in Asia.

At Home and under Fire
Offers a history of aerial bombardment, from the first hand-held bombs to the
firebombing of World War II, including the use of atomic bombs and discussing the
strategy by the Germans and the rationale of the response by the Allies.

Peace Education
With the ending of the strategic certainties of the Cold War, the need for moral
clarity over when, where and how to start, conduct and conclude war has never
been greater. There has been a recent revival of interest in the just war tradition.
But can a medieval theory help us answer twenty-first century security concerns?
David Fisher explores how just war thinking can and should be developed to
provide such guidance. His in-depth study examines philosophical challenges to
just war thinking, including those posed by moral scepticism and relativism. It
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explores the nature and grounds of moral reasoning; the relation between public
and private morality; and how just war teaching needs to be refashioned to provide
practical guidance not just to politicians and generals but to ordinary service
people. The complexity and difficulty of moral decision-making requires a new
ethical approach - here characterised as virtuous consequentialism - that
recognises the importance of both the internal quality and external effects of
agency; and of the moral principles and virtues needed to enact them. Having
reinforced the key tenets of just war thinking, Fisher uses these to address
contemporary security issues, including the changing nature of war, military preemption and torture, the morality of the Iraq war, and humanitarian intervention.
He concludes that the just war tradition provides not only a robust but an
indispensable guide to resolve the security challenges of the twenty-first century.

A Biographical Encyclopedia of Contemporary Genocide:
Portraits of Evil and Good
Offers activities to students that describe the major themes in world history during
the twentieth century, including the struggles of nation-building among the
countries that won independence and the growth of global communication.

The Twentieth Century
A war is always a moral event. However, the most destructive war in human
history has not received much moral scrutiny. The Good War That Wasn't--and Why
It Matters examines the moral legacy of this war, especially for the United States.
Drawing on the just war tradition and on moral values expressed in widely
circulated statements of purpose for the war, the book asks: How did American
participation in the war fit with just cause and just conduct criteria? Subsequently
the book considers the impact of the war on American foreign policy in the years
that followed. How did American actions cohere (or not) with the stated purposes
for the war, especially self-determination for the peoples of the world and
disarmament? Finally, the book looks at the witness of war opponents. Values
expressed by war advocates were not actually furthered by the war. However,
many war opponents did inspire efforts that effectively worked toward the goals of
disarmament and self-determination. The Good War That Wasn't--and Why It
Matters develops its arguments in pragmatic terms. It focuses on moral reasoning
in a commonsense way in its challenge to widely held assumptions about World
War II.

Twentieth-Century Europe
Aerial bombardment remains important to military strategy, but the norms
governing bombing and the harm it imposes on civilians have evolved. The past
century has seen everything from deliberate attacks against rebellious villagers by
Italian and British colonial forces in the Middle East to scrupulous efforts to avoid
"collateral damage" in the counterinsurgency and antiterrorist wars of today. The
American Way of Bombing brings together prominent military historians,
practitioners, civilian and military legal experts, political scientists, philosophers,
and anthropologists to explore the evolution of ethical and legal norms governing
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air warfare. Focusing primarily on the United States—as the world’s preeminent
military power and the one most frequently engaged in air warfare, its practice has
influenced normative change in this domain, and will continue to do so—the
authors address such topics as firebombing of cities during World War II; the
atomic attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki; the deployment of airpower in Iraq,
Afghanistan, and Libya; and the use of unmanned drones for surveillance and
attacks on suspected terrorists in Pakistan, Yemen, Sudan, Somalia, and
elsewhere.

Edinburgh Companion to Twentieth-Century British and
American War Literature
Governing from the Skies
The first reference book to deal so fully and incisively with the cultural
representations of war in 20th-century English and US literature and film. The
volume covers the two World Wars as well as specific conflicts that generated
literary and imaginativ

Americans and the Wars of the Twentieth Century
State crime victimization often leaves a legacy of unrecognized victims that are
ignored, forgotten, or negated the right to be labeled as such. Victims are often
glossed over, as the focus is on a state’s actions or inactions rather than the
subsequent victimization and victims. Towards a Victimology of State Crime serves
to highlight the forgotten victims, processes and cases of revictimization within a
sociological, criminological framework. Contributors include expert scholars of
state crime and victimology from North America, Europe, Africa, and Latin America
to provide a well-rounded focus that can address and penetrate the issues of
victims of state crime. This includes a diverse number of case study examples of
victims of state crime and the systems of control that facilitate or impede
addressing the needs of victims. Additionally, with the inclusion of a section on
controls, this volume taps into an area that is often overlooked: the international
level of social control in relation to a victimology of state criminality.

Hiroshima After Iraq
Examining the Nazi Holocaust and the U.S.-British strategic bombing of cities
during World War II, Markusen and Kopf uncover some striking parallels between
the two programs of governmental violence. Although there were important
differences in the two cases, the authors show that ultimately democracies and
totalitarian governments alike will resort to genocidal killing if it is perceived to be
essential to national security. The authors suggest that the continuing reliance on
nuclear weapons reflects similar psychological and social factors to those that
facilitated the Holocaust and strategic bombing during World War II.

The Good War That Wasn’t—and Why It Matters
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South Africa's 'Border War' provides a timely study of the 'war of words' waged by
retired South African Defence Force (SADF) generals and other veterans against
critics and detractors. The book explores the impact of the 'Border War' on South
African culture and society during apartheid and in the new dispensation and
discusses the lasting legacy or 'afterlife' of the war in great detail. It also offers an
appraisal of the secondary literature of the 'Border War', supplemented by archival
research, interviews and an analysis of articles, newspaper reports, reviews and
blogs. Adopting a genuinely multidisciplinary approach that borrows from the study
of history, literature, visual culture, memory, politics and international relations,
South Africa's 'Border War' is an important volume for anyone interested in the
study of war and memory or the modern history of South Africa.

The Blitz Companion
This comparative account of civilian experiences of aerial bombing in World War II
Britain and Japan reveals the universality of total war.

Morality and War
A provocative assessment of the practice of indiscriminate bombing as a warfare
method explores the reasons why military strategists of the past century shifted
their focus from military to civilian targets, in an account that poses key arguments
about international law and the morality of war. 10,000 first printing.

The 20th Century: A Retrospective
Although the Blitz has come to symbolize the experience of civilians under attack,
Germany first launched air raids on Britain at the end of 1914 and continued them
during the First World War. With the advent of air warfare, civilians far removed
from traditional battle zones became a direct target of war rather than a group
shielded from its impact. This is a study of how British civilians experienced and
came to terms with aerial warfare during the First and Second World Wars.
Memories of the World War I bombings shaped British responses to the various real
and imagined war threats of the 1920s and 1930s, including the bombing of
civilians during the Spanish Civil War and, ultimately, the Blitz itself. The processes
by which different constituent bodies of the British nation responded to the arrival
of air power reveal the particular role that gender played in defining civilian
participation in modern war.

The American Way of Bombing
Includes accounts of civilians' roles and experiences through wars in twentiethcentury Europe.

Bombing Civilians
In the run-up to the fourth World Social Forum held in Mumbai, India in January
2004, civil activists and students organised a major series of seminars in Delhi
University to discuss the Forum and its politics. The Open Space seminar series, as
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it came to be called, picked up on the idea of the Forum as a relatively free space,
where all kinds of ideas could meet and be discussed. These books explore the
new ideas generated by the discussions. Can the World Social Forum, the authors
ask, help us to conceptualise and actualise a new politics? Can this new politics be
free from violence? Can the experience and knowledge of great movements such
as the movement for the environment, and the women s movement, contribute to
the creation of a new politics? How can such a politics be sustained? These
volumes offer the reader different and complex ways of understanding the
processes that have helped to shape the World Social Forum and the new politics
thatseems to be emerging.

Twentieth-Century Theologians
There is a huge volume of work on war and its causes, most of which treats its
political and economic roots. In Peace Education: How We Come to Love and Hate
War, Nel Noddings explores the psychological factors that support war:
nationalism, hatred, delight in spectacles, masculinity, religious extremism and the
search for existential meaning. She argues that while schools can do little to
reduce the economic and political causes, they can do much to moderate the
psychological factors that promote violence by helping students understand the
forces that manipulate them.

Humanity
South Africa's 'Border War'
The history of the war from the past one hundred years is a history of bombing
“Tripoli, 1 November 1911: I decided that today I would try to drop bombs from the
aeroplane … if I succeed I shall be happy to have been the first.” —Italian
Lieutenant Giulio Gavotti At its inception, aerial bombardment was a weapon of
empire deployed to subdue colonial populations. Soon, during the Second World
War, civilians in Europe and Japan came into the bomber’s crosshairs, and ever
since non-combatant targets have been at the heart of military strategy. It was a
seismic shift in the relations of power: as the state justified the mass murder of
civilians, individual combatants, flying high above their victims, were distanced
from the act of killing as never before. The ascendance of drones as an instrument
of military power is the latest stage in this cruel evolution, which has led to a
perpetual low-intensity war on the global scene. As the technology enabling it
spreads through the world, the borders of the conflict will grow in proportion. In
this short and fascinating history of aerial warfare, Thomas Hippler brings together
all the major themes of the past century: nationalism, democracy, totalitarianism,
colonialism, globalization, the welfare state and its decline, and the rise of
neoliberalism. Air power is the defining characteristic of modern warfare; as
Hippler demonstrates, it is also ingrained in the nature of modern politics.

Talking New Politics
Over the course of the twentieth century, the rapid transformation of Italy from an
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impoverished, predominantly agricultural nation to one of the strongest economies
in the world forged a fascinating and contradictory society where gender relations
were a particular mix of modernity and tradition. In this accessible and innovative
study, Perry Willson provides a nuanced and insightful analysis of the impact of
social, political, economic and cultural developments on Italian women's lives. She
also explores how women were affected by, and how they themselves helped
shape, key historical events such as the rise of Fascism, the two world wars, the
'economic miracle' of the post-war years and the cultural and political upheavals of
the 1970s. Women in Twentieth Century Italy is the first book-length overview of
Italian women's experience during this period of intense and dramatic change.
Drawing on the latest historiography in the field and written in a lively and
engaging manner, it is essential reading for anyone with an interest in Italy's
recent past.

The Twentieth Century
Beginning with the Cold War and concluding with the 2003 invasion of Iraq,
Hannah Gurman explores the overlooked opposition of U.S. diplomats to American
foreign policy in the latter half of the twentieth century. During America's reign as
a dominant world power, U.S. presidents and senior foreign policy officials largely
ignored or rejected their diplomats' reports, memos, and telegrams, especially
when they challenged key policies relating to the Cold War, China, and the wars in
Vietnam and Iraq. The Dissent Papers recovers these diplomats' invaluable
perspective and their commitment to the transformative power of diplomatic
writing. Gurman showcases the work of diplomats whose opposition enjoyed some
success. George Kennan, John Stewart Service, John Paton Davies, George Ball, and
John Brady Kiesling all caught the attention of sitting presidents and policymakers,
achieving temporary triumphs yet ultimately failing to change the status quo.
Gurman follows the circulation of documents within the State Department, the
National Security Council, the C.I.A., and the military, and she details the rationale
behind "The Dissent Channel," instituted by the State Department in the 1970s, to
both encourage and contain dissent. Advancing an alternative narrative of modern
U.S. history, she connects the erosion of the diplomatic establishment and the
weakening of the diplomatic writing tradition to larger political and ideological
trends while, at the same time, foreshadowing the resurgent significance of
diplomatic writing in the age of Wikileaks.

Daily Lives of Civilians in Wartime Twentieth-century Europe
Renowned moral philosopher Jonathan Glover confronts the brutal history of the
twentieth century to unravel the mystery of why so many atrocities occurred. In a
new preface, Glover brings the book through the post-9/11 era and into our own
time—and asks whether humankind can "weaken the grip war has on us." Praise
for the first edition: “It is hard to imagine a more important book. Glover makes an
overwhelming case for the need to understand our own inhumanity, and reduce or
eliminate the ways in which it can express itself—and he then begins the task
himself. Humanity is an extraordinary achievement.”—Peter Singer, Princeton
University “This is an extraordinary book: brilliant, haunting and uniquely
important. Almost 40 years ago a president read a best seller and avoided a
holocaust. I like to think that some of the leaders and followers of tomorrow will
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read Humanity.”—Steven Pinker, New York Times Book Review

A History of the Twentieth Century in 100 Maps
Many on the left lament an apathy or amnesia toward recent acts of war.
Particularly during the George W. Bush administration's invasion of Iraq, opposition
to war seemed to lack the heat and potency of the 1960s and 1970s, giving the
impression that passionate dissent was all but dead. Through an analysis of three
politically engaged works of art, Rosalyn Deutsche argues against this melancholic
attitude, confirming the power of contemporary art to criticize subjectivity as well
as war. Deutsche selects three videos centered on the deployment of the atomic
bomb: Krzysztof Wodiczko's Hiroshima Projection (1999), made after the first Gulf
War; Silvia Kolbowski's After Hiroshima mon amour (2005-2008); and Leslie
Thornton's Let Me Count the Ways (2004-2008), which followed the U.S. invasion of
Iraq. Each of these works confronts the ethical task of addressing historical
disaster, and each explores the intersection of past and present wars. These
artworks profoundly contribute to the discourse of war resistance, illuminating the
complex dynamics of viewing and interpretation. Deutsche employs feminist and
psychoanalytic approaches in her study, questioning both the role of totalizing
images in the production of warlike subjects and the fantasies that perpetuate,
especially among the left, traditional notions of political dissent. She ultimately
reveals the passive collusion between leftist critique and dominant discourse in
which personal dimensions of war are denied.

Women in Twentieth-Century Italy
Jenel Virden outlines the causes, courses and consequences of the major wars of
the Twentieth century in American history, examining how the US became
involved, fought and the domestic consequences. Applying 'just war theory' to
foreign policy as well as civil liberties, the book is brought up to date with an
Epilogue on the Iraq War.

The Holocaust and Strategic Bombing
The Blitz Companion offers a unique overview of a century of aerial warfare, its
impact on cities and the people who lived in them. It tells the story of aerial
warfare from the earliest bombing raids and in World War 1 through to the London
Blitz and Allied bombings of Europe and Japan. These are compared with more
recent American air campaigns over Cambodia and Vietnam in the 1960s and
1970s, the NATO bombings during the Balkan Wars of the 1990s, and subsequent
bombings in the aftermath of 9/11. Beginning with the premonitions and
predictions of air warfare and its terrible consequences, the book focuses on air
raids precautions, evacuation and preparations for total war, and resilience, both of
citizens and of cities. The legacies of air raids, from reconstruction to
commemoration, are also discussed. While a key theme of the book is the futility of
many air campaigns, care is taken to situate them in their historical context. The
Blitz Companion also includes a guide to documentary and visual resources for
students and general readers. Uniquely accessible, comparative and broad in
scope this book draws key conclusions about civilian experience in the twentieth
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century and what these might mean for military engagement and civil
reconstruction processes once conflicts have been resolved.

International History of the Twentieth Century and Beyond
Originally published: Chicago: Precedent, 1982.

Air Raid
The Hastings Law Journal
At the heart of this series is the idea that visual resources can be used to inspire
and motivate the full range of student abilities. 'Accessing History' offers a wealth
of fascinating and colourful images for each

The Bombing War
This book defines and exemplifies a major genre of modern dramatic writing,
termed historiographic metatheatre, in which self-reflexive engagements with the
traditions and forms of dramatic art illuminate historical themes and aid in the
representation of historical events and, in doing so, formulates a genre.
Historiographic metatheatre has been, and remains, a seminal mode of political
engagement and ideological critique in the contemporary dramatic canon. Locating
its key texts within the traditions of historical drama, self-reflexivity in European
theatre, debates in the politics and aesthetics of postmodernism, and currents in
contemporary historiography, this book provides a new critical idiom for discussing
the major works of the genre and others that utilize its techniques. Feldman
studies landmarks in the theatre history of postwar Britain by Weiss, Stoppard,
Brenton, Wertenbaker and others, focusing on European revolutionary politics, the
historiography of the World Wars and the effects of British colonialism. The
playwrights under consideration all use the device of the play-within-the-play to
explore constructions of nationhood and of Britishness, in particular. Those plays
performed within the framing works are produced in places of exile where,
Feldman argues, the marginalized negotiate the terms of national identity through
performance.

Making the American Century
Twentieth-Century Europe: A Brief History presents readers with a concise and
accessible survey of the most significant themes and political events that shaped
European history in the 20th and 21st centuries. Features updates that include a
new chapter that reviews major political and economic trends since 1989 and an
extensively revised chapter that emphasizes the intellectual and cultural history of
Europe since World War II Organized into brief chapters that are suitable for
traditional courses or for classes in non-traditional courses that allow for additional
material selected by the professor Includes the addition of a variety of
supplemental materials such as chronological timelines, maps, and illustrations
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Hastings Law Journal
"This is an interesting, informative, and important work. Overall, the quality of the
essays is very high, and the focus of the book is on a topic of great importance."
Stephen Nathanson, Northeastern University. In this first interdisciplinary study of
this contentious subject, leading experts in politics, history, and philosophy
examine the complex aspects of the terror bombing of German cities during World
War II. The contributors address the decision to embark on the bombing campaign,
the moral issues raised by the bombing, and the main stages of the campaign and
its effects on German civilians as well as on Germany's war effort. The book places
the bombing campaign within the context of the history of air warfare, presenting
the bombing as the first stage of the particular type of state terrorism that led to
Hiroshima and Nagasaki and brought about the Cold War era "balance of terror." In
doing so, it makes an important contribution to current debates about terrorism. It
also analyzes the public debate in Germany about the historical, moral, and
political significance of the deliberate killing of up to 600,000 German civilians by
the British and American air forces. This pioneering collaboration provides a
platform for a wide range of views---some of which are controversial---on a highly
topical, painful, and morally challenging subject.

Dramas of the Past on the Twentieth-Century Stage
This major global history of the twentieth century is written by four prominent
international historians for first-year undergraduate level and upward. Using their
thematic and regional expertise, the authors cover events in Europe, Asia, the
Middle East, Africa and the Americas from the last century and beyond. Among the
areas this book covers are: the decline of European hegemony over the
international order the diffusion of power to the two superpowers the rise of newly
independent states in Asia and Africa the course and consequences of the major
global conflicts of the twentieth century. This second edition is thoroughly updated,
and includes extended coverage of European integration, the rise of supragovernmental organizations, and the ‘global War on Terror'. A support website
provides supplementary exercises, questions and tutor guidance.

Arc of Empire
The Dissent Papers
The ultimate history of the Blitz and bombing in the Second World War, from
Wolfson Prize-winning historian and author Richard Overy The use of massive fleets
of bombers to kill and terrorize civilians was an aspect of the Second World War
which continues to challenge the idea that Allies specifically fought a 'moral' war.
For Britain, bombing became perhaps its principal contribution to the fighting as,
night after night, exceptionally brave men flew over occupied Europe destroying its
cities. The Bombing War radically overhauls our understanding of the War. It is the
first book to examine seriously not just the most well-known parts of the campaign,
but the significance of bombing on many other fronts - the German use of bombers
on the Eastern Front for example (as well as much newly discovered material on
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the more familiar 'Blitz' on Britain), or the Allied campaigns against Italian cities.
The result is the author's masterpiece - a rich, gripping, picture of the Second
World War and the terrible military, technological and ethical issues that
relentlessly drove all its participants into an abyss. Reviews: 'Magnificent must now
be regarded as the standard work on the bombing war It is probably the most
important book published on the history of he second world war this century'
Richard J Evans, Guardian 'Monumental this is a major contribution to one of the
most controversial aspects of the Second World War full of new detail and
perspectives hugely impressive' James Holland, Literary Review 'This tremendous
book does what the war it describes signally failed to do. With a well-thought-out
strategy and precision, it delivers maximum force on its objectives The result is a
masterpiece of the historian's art' The Times 'It is unlikely that a work of this scale,
scope and merit will be surpassed' Times Higher Education 'What distinguishes Mr
Overy's account of the bombing war from lesser efforts is the wealth of narrative
detail and analytical rigour that he brings to bear' Economist 'Excellent Overy is
never less than an erudite and clear-eyed guide whose research is impeccable and
whose conclusions appear sensible and convincing even when they run against the
established trends' Financial Times 'Hard to surpass. If you want to know how
bombing worked, what it did and what it meant, this is the book to read' Times
Literary Supplement About the author: Richard Overy is the author of a series of
remarkable books on the Second World War and the wider disasters of the
twentieth century. The Dictators: Hitler's Germany, Stalin's Russia won both the
Wolfson Prize for History and the Hessell-Tiltman Prize. He is Professor of History at
the University of Exeter. Penguin publishes 1939: Countdown to War, The Morbid
Age, Russia's War, Interrogations, The Battle of Britain and The Dictators. He lives
in London.

Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law
The ultimate history of the Allied bombing campaigns in World War II Technology
shapes the nature of all wars, and the Second World War hinged on a most
unpredictable weapon: the bomb. Day and night, Britain and the United States
unleashed massive fleets of bombers to kill and terrorize occupied Europe,
destroying its cities. The grisly consequences call into question how “moral” a war
the Allies fought. The Bombers and the Bombed radically overhauls our
understanding of World War II. It pairs the story of the civilian front line in the
Allied air war alongside the political context that shaped their strategic bombing
campaigns, examining the responses to bombing and being bombed with renewed
clarity. The first book to examine seriously not only the well-known attacks on
Dresden and Hamburg but also the significance of the firebombing on other fronts,
including Italy, where the crisis was far more severe than anything experienced in
Germany, this is Richard Overy’s finest work yet. It is a rich reminder of the terrible
military, technological, and ethical issues that relentlessly drove all the war’s
participants into an abyss.

Towards a Victimology of State Crime
This book documents the devastating effects of genocide in the world's most
destructive human environments since the end of World War II and explores why
such events still occur.
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History - The 20th Century
The twentieth century was a golden age of mapmaking, an era of cartographic
boom. Maps proliferated and permeated almost every aspect of daily life, not only
chronicling geography and history but also charting and conveying myriad political
and social agendas. Here Tim Bryars and Tom Harper select one hundred maps
from the millions printed, drawn, or otherwise constructed during the twentieth
century and recount through them a narrative of the century’s key events and
developments. As Bryars and Harper reveal, maps make ideal narrators, and the
maps in this book tell the story of the 1900s—which saw two world wars, the Great
Depression, the Swinging Sixties, the Cold War, feminism, leisure, and the Internet.
Several of the maps have already gained recognition for their historical
significance—for example, Harry Beck’s iconic London Underground map—but the
majority of maps on these pages have rarely, if ever, been seen in print since they
first appeared. There are maps that were printed on handkerchiefs and on the
endpapers of books; maps that were used in advertising or propaganda; maps that
were strictly official and those that were entirely commercial; maps that were
printed by the thousand, and highly specialist maps issued in editions of just a few
dozen; maps that were envisaged as permanent keepsakes of major events, and
maps that were relevant for a matter of hours or days. As much a pleasure to view
as it is to read, A History of the Twentieth Century in 100 Maps celebrates the
visual variety of twentieth century maps and the hilarious, shocking, or poignant
narratives of the individuals and institutions caught up in their production and use.

Bombing the City
The twentieth century has been popularly seen as "the American Century," a long
period in which the United States had amassed the economic resources, the
political and military strength, and the moral prestige to assume global leadership.
By century's end, the trajectory of American politics, the sense of ever waxing
federal power, and the nation's place in the world seemed less assured. Americans
of many stripes came to contest the standard narratives of nation building and
international hegemony charted by generations of historians. In this volume, a
group of distinguished U.S. historians confronts the teleological view of the
inexorable transformation of the United States into a modern nation. The
contributors analyze a host of ways in which local places were drawn into a wider
polity and culture, while at the same time revealing how national and international
structures and ideas created new kinds of local movements and local energies.
Rather than seeing the century as a series of conflicts between liberalism and
conservatism, they illustrate the ways in which each of these political forces
shaped its efforts over the other's cumulative achievements, accommodating to
shifts in government, social mores, and popular culture. They demonstrate that
international connections have transformed domestic life in myriad ways and, in
turn, that the American presence in the world has been shaped by its distinctive
domestic political culture. Finally, they break down boundaries between the public
and private sectors, showcasing the government's role in private life and how
private organizations influenced national politics. Revisiting and revising many of
the chestnuts of American political history, this volume challenges received
wisdom about the twentieth-century American experience.
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Terror from the Sky
One needs to be a lunatic to become a Christian, the 19th century Danish
philosopher Soren Kierkegaard once observed. Had he lived in the 20th century he
might have discerned even more of an obstacle to faith. For during the last century
the human condition changed more rapidly than during any previous era, taking
that condition far away from the historical circumstances in which Christianity was
born. In his new book, Philip Kennedy explores the ways Christian theologians of
the 20th century tried to live a productive religious life in a world overtaken by
massive upheaval and innovation.The book is distinctive in a number of respects.
First, it differs from other surveys of theology by adopting a biographical method,
examining the lives of its subjects in historical context. Second, it is more
progressive than its competitors, covering many theologians other than white male
professors - especially women - who have worked outside the academy or on the
margins of the churches. Third, it is international, focusing on theologians in all the
continents of the world rather than just Europe or North America. Fourth, it makes
no assumptions that its readers are religious or that theology is uniquely credible.
There is a need for a sensitive new textbook reassessing the subject in the light of
modern concerns and scepticism about religion. This book meets that need.
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